This note provides a sufficient condition of geometric character for the existence of Green's function in an arbitrary complete Riemannian manifold.
1. The purpose of this note is to present a sufficient condition for an arbitrary complete C00 Riemannian manifold M to possess Green's function.
The condition is given in terms of some isoperimetric inequalities which we now describe.
Define cpM(t) by In §2 we will prove:
Recently, Dodziuk has proved in [D] that if <pM(t) > ct, i.e. if the isoperimetric inequality holds in M, then M has a Green's function (see also [T, p. 438] ).
In [V2], Varopoulos has shown by extending a classical result of Ahlfors [A] , that if we let L(t) = A(dB(x0, t)) for a point x0 g M, where B(x0, t) denotes the ball around x0 of radius t, then fxdt/L(t) < oo if M has a Green's function. To see the relation with the theorem above define cpw by taking the infimum only on balls around x0, i.e. yM(V(B(x0,r)))=A(dB(x0,r)).
But then, since (d/dr)V(B(x0, r)) = A(dB(x0, ry), we have that
Thus our sufficient condition is close to the Ahlfors-Varopoulos necessary condition. We should remark that, as shown in [VI] , the latter is also sufficient if the Ricci curvature is (semi-)positive definite but not in general; and that Milnor [M] (see also [GW] ) showed that it is necessary and sufficient for 2-dimensional models.
Since in models the Laplacian is also rotationally invariant around the pole, one can check, following the proof of the theorem, that, for «-dimensional models, f°°dt/L(t) < oo is necessary and 'sufficient' for the existence of Green's function.
2. Proof. Assume that there is no Green's function. Let {ß"}^=0 be a sequence of smooth domains in M such that Í2" c ßB+1, U^=0Í2" = M and Í20 is a ball so small that A(d£l0) < \(pM(V\ilQ)). Let to,, be the solution to the Dirichlet problem in fl" \ 8" with data co" = 0 on 3Í20, co" = 1 on 3£2".
Since we are assuming that there is no Green's function we have that to,, J, 0 uniformly on compact subsets of M\ fi0. Moreover, if N denotes the outer normal vector field on 9fí0, then 0 < dun(N) 10.
If || • || denotes the norm in TM, then by the divergence theorem and since co" is harmonic we have, for 0 < ô < e < 1, (1) [ \\VicJ2dV = (e -8) f Vu"-NdA Js < u" < f Jaa"
By the coarea formula, see [F] , we have
/ \\Va"\\dV= f A(u" = t) dt.
Setting a" = fdQ Vw" • N dA and using the Schwartz inequality, (1) and (2) V(8 < co" < e) dt < a" e -8 JS and, if V"(e) = V(0 < co" < e), we have that A(un = ef ^a" -V"(e).
Since, by assumption, .4(co" = e) + /l(co" = 0) > (¡PmC^6)) we obtain
But co"|0 uniformly on compact subsets of M \ Í20 which implies that K"(1/2)T K(Ai\ ß0). Thus since <pM(Vn(l/2)) > \A(diïQ), we obtain (4) for some «r 4<p(K(e)) < «"^'(e) for e > j, « > «0 N. Therefore, v'a/2) <P(0" which contradicts the fact that a" -» 0, and so completes the proof.
